
Winter Tour  (February)02 MIYAGI/FUKUSHIMA/YAMAGATA

DAY1  

SENDAI A.P           ▷①Zao Fox village ▷

▷② Tsugarujo Castle ▷③Inawashiro Lake

▷Hotel Check In
▷Ashinomaki onsen

DAY2 Hotel            ▷④Ouchijuku ▷⑤Tadami view spot

▷ ▷⑥Zao rope way ▷Hotel Check In
▷Zao onsen

DAY3 Hotel            ▷⑦Mt.Haguro ▷ ▷⑧Sankyo soko

▷Hotel Check In
▷Gassan shizu onsen

DAY4 Hotel            ▷⑨Ginzan onsen ▷

▷⑩Rihu Aeon  Shopping ▷Hotel Check In  ▷
▷Sendai  Hotel       

DAY5 Hotel ▷SENDAI A.P   ▷BKK

MIYAGIYAMAGATA

TOKYO

FUKUSHIMA



Tourist spot

Zao Fox  Village
http://zao-fox-village.com/en

Over 100 foxes are free-range. The park is in 
the woods, and when you walk there you can 
see foxes such as foxes that continue from 
behind and foxes that pull clothes. You can 
touch not only foxes but also animals such as 
rabbits.

Tsuruga Castle
https://www.tsurugajo.com/language/eng/

When the castle was constructed nearly 600 years 
ago,it was just a traditional Japanese building. 
However,many famous Japanese military 
commanders successfully ruled the castle, as it was 
a key castle located at the center of the Tohoku 
Area. Around 400 years ago, the castle tower was 
built, and the castle was officially named 
“Tsurugajo castle”. During the Boshin Civil War that 
occurred at the end of the Edo Period, many Aizu 
Citizens were held inside the castle as it was 
relentlessly attackes by the Meiji government army 
for a period of one month. Eventually , the  Aizu 
clan was forced to surrender After the Meiji Period 
in  1874, Tsurugajo Castle, which was once called 
impregnable, was completely torn down, except for 
the stone walls surrounding the perimeters. The 
current canstle tower was rebuilt in 1965. 

Inawashiro Lake
https://bandaisan.or.jp/ib/en/

Lake Inawashiro is a freshwater lake, the thied in size 
in Japan ans with a water transparency of 12-15 
degrees. The lake is a migration graund for swans 
and home to the “Mizusuji-koge” moss clusters that 
have been designated a National Natural Monument. 
There is only one island in the lake, Okina-jima Island. 
Its view from National Route 49 as well as from the 
adjacent railway lines scenic spots in the lake area. 
Other places of natural interest include the crater 
lake Okenuma with a diameter of about 100 
meters(328ft), emerald green waters and a beautiful 
hiking trail; Utabandai Goshikinuma, a cluster of five 
volcanic ponds; Oguninuma Pond, whose wetlands 
feature about 300 different species; and the largest 
of the  Urabandai lakes, Lake Hibara, also a hot-spot 
for  pond smelt fishing and best viewed through 
pleasure cruises.

① ② ③



Tourist spot

Ouchijuku
https://ouchi-juku.com/

Tadami line view spot
https://tadami-line.jp/ 

Matsumoto Castles is one of  five castles  
designated as ‘National Treasures of Japan’ and the 
oldest five-tiered, six-story castle tower remaining 
in Japan.Construction began in 1592 of the elegant 
black and white structure with its three turrets. 
Inside the castle sre steep stairs and low ceilings 
leading past displays of armor and weapons from 
the Sengoku Period (Warring State Period) when 
the castle was built. The narrow wooden windows , 
once used by archers and gunmen , provide 
amazing views of the Japanese Alps , Matsumoto 
City and the koi and swans circling in the moat 
below.

Zao Rope way
http://zaoropeway.co.jp/en/ 

Japan’s leading shopping resort with about 290 
luxury brands, famous domestic and foreign 
btands, and restaurants on the vast grounds 
overlooking the moutains. Mt.Fuji, a world cultural 
heritage. In August 2020, we opened a new area 
“Hillside” with a merry-go-round. On the premises, 
there are “Hotel CLAD” of the Odakyu Group and 
“Kinohana no Yu”, a one-day hot spring facility 
that is the only shopping resort in Japan.

ouchijuku is a former post station located in 
Minamiaizu-gun,Fukushima Prefecture. Because of its 
historical significance, the entire town is designated as 
an important preservation district of historic buildings.
The central point of Ouchijuku’s tourist spots is this
preserves district . The district is home to numerous 
eateries, souvenir shops,accommodations and more, all 
with thatched roofs. Enjoy a stroll through the 
townscape  as you think about the Edo Period(1603-
1868) in which these buildings were constructed.If
you’re willing to travel a littie distance from Ouchijuku, 
other recommended spots include the To-no-Hetsuri, a 
cliff which forms over a period of 1 million years, 
another important preservation destrict of  historic 
buildings called Mazawa Magariya Village, and the Aizu 
Tajima Gion-kan which will  introduce you to the 800 
years of culture behind the festivals in this region.

④ ⑤ ⑥



Tourist spot

Mt. Haguro
https://hagurokanko.jp/en/

It is called the boundary between heven and earth 
and is located on the forest.  In addition, many 
shops are lined up from mid-April to mid-
December. It is a starting point where you can 
easily go sightseeing at the 5th station.Located at an 
altitude of about 2,300 meters, you can enjoy a 
mysterious view overlooking the Fuji Five lakes and 
the sea of clouds. Fuji gourmet that can be eaten at 
mountain restaurants is also very popular! 
Apopular product “Fuji Curry” that imitates the 
shape of a mountain. Fuji melon bread that can 
only be eaten here is on sale. The Komitake Shrine 
is nearby and is visited by many worshipers not 
only as a scenic spot but also for marriage.

Sankyo soko
https://sakatacity.com/todo/sankyo-soko-rice-storehouses/

Ginzan Onsen
https://www.japan-guide.com/e/e7975.html

⑦ ⑧ ⑨

Constructed in 1893, Sankyo-soko Rice Storehouse is 
comprised of 12 storehouses. This facility was only used 
for storing rice, and 9 of the storehouses are still in use 
today. The rest have been renovated into the Shonai
Rice Museum and Sakata Yume no Kura. The museum 
presents information about Shonai rice including the 
history of rice cultivation, and shows farm tools and daily 
necessities used long ago. It also displays dioramas 
showing a traditional farmhouse in the old days and how 
rice was carried in and out of the storehouses. Sakata 
Yume no Kura is primarily a souvenir shop, and visitors 
will find some great souvenirs here. The building 
comprises 2 of the 3 renovated storehouses and includes 
a traditional handicraft museum, a snack bar, and the 
Japanese restaurant, Hokotei . A line of zelkova trees not 
only provides shade from the sun, but protests all 12 
buildings from the wind. People in Sakata have admired 
and regarded Sankyo-soko Rice Storehouse and the 
zelkova trees as a symbol of prosperity, and thus a 
symbol of the city.

Travel back in time to classical Japan in Ginzan
Onsen ! The town is home to wooden hot spring 
inns lining each side of the Ginzan River  and 
resonates with nostalgic beauty when illuminated at 
night by gas street lamps. The view reminds visitors 
of scenes from the famous film “Sprinted Aways” by 
Hayao Miyazaki. Before that the town was used as a 
location of NHK’s popular TV drama series “Oshin”, 
a warm streetlights is particularly photogenic during 
winter. Walking along the town’s streets visitors will 
find colouful pictures known as Kote-e on the walls 
of hot spring inns and snowflake designs on tiles on 
the roads. Relax your feet in hot spring water rising 
directly from its source at the “Warashiyu” 
footbaths along the Ginzan River while exploring the 
town!



Tourist spot

RIFU Aeon mall

⑩

On March 5, 2021, AEON MALL RIFU, one of the 
largest commercial facilities in TOHOKU, opened. 
We plan to enter a total of about 260 stores. The 
highlight is a facility where you can experience 
activity aports like those in the Variety Program. A 
total of 30 genres of sports activities are  gathered 
and you can experience it for 2 hours.



Land Cost
■BUS 

40seat Luxury Tipe/3 trunks/1 Driver/Exclude parking fee, Tool way fee and driver cost
■Accomodation

1st day Higashiyama grand hotel or similar 
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal:Dinner and Breakfast

2nd day Active Resorts Miyagi Zao hotel or similar
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal:Dinner and Breakfast

3rd day  Ochimizu No Yu Tsutaya hotel or similar
Japanese room or Western room 【TWN or DBL】Meal:Dinner and Breakfast

4th day  Monterey Hotel Sendai or similar 
Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal:Breakfast only

■Sightseeing&Expirence cost
Include

■Meal    Breakfast 4times     Lunch 4times   Dinner 4times Exclude Beverage and extra food.
■Guide  Exclude ※If you need,please ask me.I can arrange guide

Please contact us as the price 
will change due to seasonality

MIRAI TABI CLUB Co.,Ltd
6-3 Tsurushiromachi Wakabayashiku

Sendai city,Miyagi Japan
Tel.+81-22-782-0833 Fax.022-782-0834

E-mail n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp
Incharge N.Takaya & M.Hayasaka

mailto:n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

